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synonyms for very extremely incredibly terribly highly too so damn damned antonyms of very somewhat little

slightly nominally negligibly just hardly scarcely very definition in the cambridge english dictionary meaning of

very in english very adverb us ˈver i uk ˈver i add to word list a1 used to add emphasis to an adjective or

adverb to a great degree or extremely the situation is very serious we re very very sorry about what s happened

adverb these are words and phrases related to very click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or

go to the definition of very a very large crowd turned out to watch the fourth of july parade we were very

impressed by his ability to speak japanese so fluently synonyms extremely exceedingly especially unusually

exceptionally find 82 different ways to say very along with antonyms related words and example sentences at

thesaurus com adjective more adverb to a very large or great degree awfully decidedly extraordinarily particularly

considerably exceedingly excessively extremely incredibly noticeably rather really remarkably seriously

significantly truly abundantly astonishingly awful eminently exceptionally extra inordinately pretty ˈvɛri ipa guide

the word very is an intensifier suggesting a high degree of a quality something great is very good this word adds

intensity to statements and means something close to really or extremely if you are tired you might have some

coffee if you are very tired you might need a nap the meaning of very is to a high degree exceedingly how to

use very in a sentence synonym discussion of very vocabulary synonyms antonyms 150 other words to use

instead of very by mary gormandy white m a staff writer updated april 8 2021 image credits the word very while

useful is overused and inexact even when paired with another word we use very before adverbs and adjectives

to add emphasis it means to a great degree he drives very fast the letter came very quickly it s very cold in here

we need a very high ladder to get onto the roof very definition in a high degree extremely exceedingly see

examples of very used in a sentence 1 adverb adv adj adv very is used to give emphasis to an adjective or

adverb emphasis the problem and the answer are very simple i m very sorry they are getting the hang of it very

quickly 2 see not very 3 adverb adv superl you use very to give emphasis to a superlative adjective or adverb

definition of very adverb from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary very adverb opal s ˈveri abbreviation v

used before adjectives adverbs and determiners to mean in a high degree or extremely very few people know

that we have very little information at present on the incident thanks very much definition of very adverb from the

oxford advanced american dictionary very adverb ˈvɛri used before adjectives adverbs and determiners to

mean in a high degree or extremely very small very quickly very few people know that thanks very much do you

like it yeah i do words to use instead of very other words for very learn list of words that you can use instead of

very to increase your english vocabulary very angry furious very beautiful gorgeous very big massive very boring

dull very noisy deafening very poor destitute very cheap stingy very clean spotless one is to remove very see

above another is to replace very with quite which is almost as often overused as very much or very much for

example cobb won t be much disappointed if he doesn t win a state title it s making me feel quite annoyed
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threatened unsafe and unsettled but in both cases simply dropping the intensifier 1 adverb adverb adjective

adverb very is used to give emphasis to an adjective or adverb emphasis the problem and the answer are very

simple it is very very strong evidence indeed i m very sorry they are getting the hang of it very quickly thank you

very much the men were very much like my father 2 see not very adjective ˈveri only before noun idioms used

to emphasize that you are talking about a particular thing or person and not about another synonym actual he

might be phoning her at this very moment the us initiated the deal for that very reason i d intended to tell him

that very day those were her very words that s the very thing i need 1 answer sorted by 5 the word very is

irrelevant nice evening takes a determiner in this case a putting very in front of it doesn t change that it still

needs the a share improve this answer answered may 30 2018 at 22 19 acccumulation 6 086 10 13 1 it doesn t

even depend on the word nice you may use very before a past participle unless it sounds bad in which case you

should not use it you may use very as an intensifier before adjectives such as angry unless you use it too much

in which case you should use it less and in the matter of rhetorical proclivities you should use very whenever you

feel like it a1 used to emphasize an adjective or adverb she was very pleased marie speaks very slowly thank

you very much fewer examples she tried very hard but she wasn t quite fast enough it s very valuable so put it

somewhere safe that was a very bad movie you can say that again he was working very long hours to the

detriment of his health
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very synonyms 352 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 27 2024 synonyms for very extremely incredibly

terribly highly too so damn damned antonyms of very somewhat little slightly nominally negligibly just hardly

scarcely

very definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 26 2024 very definition in the cambridge english dictionary

meaning of very in english very adverb us ˈver i uk ˈver i add to word list a1 used to add emphasis to an

adjective or adverb to a great degree or extremely the situation is very serious we re very very sorry about what

s happened

very 70 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jan 25 2024 adverb these are words and phrases related to

very click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of very a very large crowd

turned out to watch the fourth of july parade we were very impressed by his ability to speak japanese so fluently

synonyms extremely exceedingly especially unusually exceptionally

82 synonyms antonyms for very thesaurus com Dec 24 2023 find 82 different ways to say very along with

antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

what is another word for very wordhippo Nov 23 2023 adjective more adverb to a very large or great degree

awfully decidedly extraordinarily particularly considerably exceedingly excessively extremely incredibly noticeably

rather really remarkably seriously significantly truly abundantly astonishingly awful eminently exceptionally extra

inordinately pretty

very definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 22 2023 ˈvɛri ipa guide the word very is an intensifier

suggesting a high degree of a quality something great is very good this word adds intensity to statements and

means something close to really or extremely if you are tired you might have some coffee if you are very tired

you might need a nap

very definition meaning merriam webster Sep 21 2023 the meaning of very is to a high degree exceedingly how

to use very in a sentence synonym discussion of very

150 other words to use instead of very yourdictionary Aug 20 2023 vocabulary synonyms antonyms 150 other

words to use instead of very by mary gormandy white m a staff writer updated april 8 2021 image credits the

word very while useful is overused and inexact even when paired with another word

very grammar cambridge dictionary Jul 19 2023 we use very before adverbs and adjectives to add emphasis it

means to a great degree he drives very fast the letter came very quickly it s very cold in here we need a very

high ladder to get onto the roof

very definition meaning dictionary com Jun 18 2023 very definition in a high degree extremely exceedingly see

examples of very used in a sentence

very definition in american english collins english dictionary May 17 2023 1 adverb adv adj adv very is used to

give emphasis to an adjective or adverb emphasis the problem and the answer are very simple i m very sorry

they are getting the hang of it very quickly 2 see not very 3 adverb adv superl you use very to give emphasis to

a superlative adjective or adverb
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very adverb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Apr 16 2023 definition of very adverb from the oxford

advanced learner s dictionary very adverb opal s ˈveri abbreviation v used before adjectives adverbs and

determiners to mean in a high degree or extremely very few people know that we have very little information at

present on the incident thanks very much

very adverb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 15 2023 definition of very adverb from the oxford

advanced american dictionary very adverb ˈvɛri used before adjectives adverbs and determiners to mean in a

high degree or extremely very small very quickly very few people know that thanks very much do you like it yeah

i do

100 words to use instead of very in english 7esl Feb 14 2023 words to use instead of very other words for very

learn list of words that you can use instead of very to increase your english vocabulary very angry furious very

beautiful gorgeous very big massive very boring dull very noisy deafening very poor destitute very cheap stingy

very clean spotless

how to use very correctly grammarist Jan 13 2023 one is to remove very see above another is to replace very

with quite which is almost as often overused as very much or very much for example cobb won t be much

disappointed if he doesn t win a state title it s making me feel quite annoyed threatened unsafe and unsettled but

in both cases simply dropping the intensifier

very definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 12 2022 1 adverb adverb adjective adverb very is used

to give emphasis to an adjective or adverb emphasis the problem and the answer are very simple it is very very

strong evidence indeed i m very sorry they are getting the hang of it very quickly thank you very much the men

were very much like my father 2 see not very

very adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 11 2022 adjective ˈveri only before noun idioms used to

emphasize that you are talking about a particular thing or person and not about another synonym actual he might

be phoning her at this very moment the us initiated the deal for that very reason i d intended to tell him that very

day those were her very words that s the very thing i need

indefinite article the correct usage of very vs a very Oct 10 2022 1 answer sorted by 5 the word very is irrelevant

nice evening takes a determiner in this case a putting very in front of it doesn t change that it still needs the a

share improve this answer answered may 30 2018 at 22 19 acccumulation 6 086 10 13 1 it doesn t even depend

on the word nice

the problems with very merriam webster Sep 09 2022 you may use very before a past participle unless it sounds

bad in which case you should not use it you may use very as an intensifier before adjectives such as angry

unless you use it too much in which case you should use it less and in the matter of rhetorical proclivities you

should use very whenever you feel like it

very meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Aug 08 2022 a1 used to emphasize an adjective or adverb she was

very pleased marie speaks very slowly thank you very much fewer examples she tried very hard but she wasn t

quite fast enough it s very valuable so put it somewhere safe that was a very bad movie you can say that again
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he was working very long hours to the detriment of his health
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